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Let us fix a number q = 1 or -1. To a given Hilbert space 'H, <, >, we attach an
algebra ro'H generated by 'H and a unity 0 called the vacuum. We call ro'H a Fock
algebra if the scalar product from 'H is extended over r o'H i,n such a way that < 0,0 >= 1
and, for every x E 'H, the operator a+ (x) of multiplication by x admits the adjoint a( x),
defined on the whole ro'H and annihilating the vacuum, i.e. < x/,g >=< /,a(x)g >
for all /,g E ro'H and a(x)0 = O. We assume that a(x) fulfills the q-Leibnitz rule, i.e.
[a(x), a+(Y)]q =< x, Y > I, where [A, B]q = AB - qBA.
In the case q = 1, the algebra r 0 'H is commutative and is called a Bose algebra,
whereas the case q = -1 makes the generators from 'H anticommute and ro'H is then
called a Fermi algebra.
We denote by r'H the completion of r o'H, <, > and we write 'H n for the closure of
the linear span of {Xl' .. xn : Xl, ... , Xn E 'H}.
Take an orthonormal basis {en} in 'H. To each operator A E B('H), we assign an
operator
dr A = ~J=l a+( Aen)a( en),
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which is the unique extension of A to a derivation in
on the choice of {en}. For A, BE 8(H), we have
[dr A, dr B)

r 0'H, and hence does not depend

= dr[A, B],

i.e. the transformation A ~ dr A is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
Denote by ct('H) the space of all Hilbert-Schmidt conjugate linear operators L :
'H ~ 'H such that L' = qL, where L' denotes the real adjoint to L.
\Ve define the quadratic polynomial

and observe that, for K, L E Chs('H),

Then, to each L E Chs('H), we assign the operator

of multiplication by hL . The adjoint a(hL) of a+(hL) is well defined on ro'H.
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